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Using ideas from the earlier work [2], we show that for a C*-algebra with 
periodic dynamics there is for each p > 0 an equivalence relation on the fixed- 
point algebra, which regulates the P-KM.!? states on the algebra. In particular, 
the algebra has a separating family of ,3-KMS states if and only if the fixed- 
point algebra is finite with respect to the equivalence. 
In [2] we considered an equivalence relation N in the set of positive elements 
of a C*-algebra A and showed that -4 is finite with respect to this relation 
if and only if it has a separating family of finite traces. The starting point was 
a description, in terms of M, of the subspace A, of A,, on which every trace 
vanishes. We then associated with -4 the real partially ordered Banach space 
A* = A,,/-4,, and studied its properties. The interest of ,4* lies in the fact 
that there is a bijective correspondence between finite traces on A and positive 
functionals on _qp. 
In this note we show that essentially the same theory works for KMS states 
on a C*-dynamical system-at least when the dynamics is periodic. In particular, 
a state satisfies the /3-KMS condition if and only if it respects a certain equiva- 
lence relation mH in the positive part of the fixed-point algebra A(O). Moreover, 
-4 has a separating family of p-KMS states if and only if A(O) is finite with 
respect to hU . As an immediate consequence of the fact that the cone of wri- 
equivalence classes has the Riesz decomposition property we see that the 
self-adjoint /3-KMS functionals form a vector lattice. This is of course well- 
known but the proof, for general dynamics, requires the Tomita-Takesaki 
theory, cf. [8, p. 1381. We then define /3-KMS weights and show that ,4 has 
a separating family of semi-finite p-KMS weights if A(O) is semi-finite with 
respect to wo. For the sake of greater generality (at no extra cost) we shall 
work with a general C*-dynamical system (A, G, or), G compact abelian, and 
formulate the KMS condition for a homomorphism j3: r;‘ + R, . In the usual 
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case G = T (the circle group) and /3: rr ---f eisn, n E Z. It may be possible to 
extend the results in this paper to arbitrary (non-periodic) C*-dynamical 
systems. 
Since many of the proofs in [2] carry over nearly verbatim to the new situation 
we shall leave many details to the reader, and refer to [2]. In fact the methods 
employed in [2] are quite general and apply to any countably additive, linear 
equivalence relation in the positive cone of a C*-algebra, provided that the 
equivalence classes satisfy the Riesz decomposition property. 
Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system, where G is a compact abelian 
group, and oi: G + Aut(A) is pointwise continuous. Given an element n in 
the dual group G of G, the spectral eigenspace A(n) is defined by 
A(n) = {x E A 1 c+(x) = n(t)x, t E G). 
Note that for each x in A we have 
I G as(x) n(s) ds E A(n). 
In particular we have a canonical projection rr of A onto the fixed-point algebra 
A(0). The linear span of the spectral eigenspaces A(n) is dense in A and 
A(n) A(m) C ,4(n + m). Moreover, the map v + v 0 r gives a bijection between 
the dual space of A(0) and the set of ol-invariant functionals in A*. 
In the following /3 denotes an arbitrary, but fixed homomorphism of G 
into the multiplicative group Rz . 
1. DEFINITION. Let a, b be positive elements in A(0). We write a ms b 
if there is a set {xkn / k E N, tt E 6) in A with xkn in A(n) for all k such that 
a = C xhkn , b = 1 B(n) xknxiTn , 
k.n k.n 
(norm convergent sums). Further define u -=$ b if there is a’ in A(O)+ such 
that a we a’ < b. 
2. LEMMA. Let {xm 1 k E N, n E G} and {ylm ) 1 EN, m E e} be two families 
in A, such that xkn E A(n) and ylm E A(m) for all k and 1, and assume that 
,c, !w> Xkw4n = ~YikYhn . (*I 
Then there is a familj {zkLnm} in A with zplnm in A(n + m) such that 
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Proof. Denote by b the sum in (*) and let B be the hereditary C*-subalgebra 
of A(O) generated by b. Then b(b + E)-’ (e \ 0) is an approximate unit 
for B. It follows as in the proof of [5, Theorem l] or [7, 1.4.41 that the limit 
~klnm = lj$Yz& + +1’2+cn 
exists in -4 for all k, I, 12, m. Since yr,(b + ,)-ljz No, E A(n + m) and A(n + m) 
is closed, we get .+,,,,, E A(n + m). Straightforward computations (using the 
homomorphism property of /3) show that the family {I~~,,,,} satisfies the equations 
in (w), cf. [6, Proposition 1.11. 
3. PROPOSITION. The relation -e is an equivalence relation satisfying the 
Riesz decomposition property, and the relation <e is transitive. 
Proof. Symmetry and reflexivity of w. are obvious. To prove transitivity 
take a, b, c in A(O)+ and assume that a -e b mB c. There are then families 
{xkn} and {ylm) (cf. Definition 1) such that 
a = C x,&xkn , 
k,n 
c = 2 /Wrhr,*, v 
b = 1 fib) xknXk*n = c d?&rn . 
k.12 1.m 
Choose (zk2,,J as in Lemma 2, and put 
%s = ~klmn P 
where s = m + n and r = (K, I, m - n). Since only countably many z’s are 
non-zero we can by relabeling assume that T E N, so that when (Y, s) ranges 
over N x C? we obtain every .zkzmn . Note that urs E A(s) (= A(m + n)). 
Moreover, by definition 
c * %&s = k 2 n Z&dklmn = g xtnxkn = ay 
z B;S; wei = * * k zn n pcrn f n, ZklmnZ~lmn = 2 fl(m)hd,*, = ce 
. . 9 
Now take a, , bj in A(O)+ (i, j ranging over some countable index sets) and assume 
that C ai wB x bj . This means that there is a family {x,,} such that 
Using Lemma 2 on the second equation, with yim = 0 if m # 0 and yjo = b:/” 
we obtain a family {+,} in A, where zjkn E A(n) for all j and k, such that 
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Using Lemma 2 on the equation 1 ai = C z&zjKn with xi,,, = 0 if m # 0 
and xi,, = a:j2 we obtain a family {yUkn} in A, where yijkn E A(n) for all i, j and K, 
such that 
Put Cij = x /3(n)yiikny$r;ll and note that 
k,,, 
ai 7 1 Cij , 
j 
bj = T cij 
for each i and j. This shows that the equivalence relation ~a satisfies the Riesz 
decomposition property. At the same time we see that the relation <e is tran- 
sitive. Indeed, if a <a b -=& c, then a ws a’ < b and b “B b’ < c for some a’ 
and b’ in A(O)+. But then 
a + (b - a’) + (c - b’) T c, 
whence a h8 a” < c by the Riesz decomposition property. 
4. DEFINITION. An a-invariant functional v on A is called a P-k-MS func- 
tional if q(a) = y(b) for all a, b in A(O)+ such that a m0 b. 
Consider now the case G = T where /3 is of the form /3(n) = @‘I (n E Z = G) 
for some p E R. We show that Definition 4 coincides with the usual definition 
of a /I-KMS state. For this let p: R ---t R/Z = T be the quotient map and 
extend (Y from T to R by OI( = aptt) , f E R. 
5. PROPOSITION. A state q~ of A is a /I-KAIS state (for G = T and fl > 0 
as above) in the sense of Definition 4 if and only if for each pair .T, y in =1 there 
is a bounded continuous function f on the strip 
which is holomorphic in the interior of Sz, and satis$es 
f(t) = dw(4), f (t + iP) = ~(4.4~)~ t E R. 
Proof. Let q be a state of A satisfying the second condition and take x 
in A(n) for some n in Z. Then LYE = eitnx so that x is analytic with ~Jx) = 
eicnx for all 5 in C. With y = x* we have an analytic function f such that 
It follows that 
f(t) = ~(x*m~(x)) = eitny(x*x); 
f (t + ip) = ~(cQ(x) x*) = e%p(xx*). 
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whence ~(x*x) = @q(xx*). By linearity and continuity of v we get p)(a) = v(b) 
whenever a, b belong to ,4(O)+ and a ws b. 
Conversely, assume that v ist a /3-KMS state in the sense of Definition 4. 
By the usual Phragmen-Lindelof argument (see e.g. [7, 8.12.31) it suffices 
to show that v(at(x)y) = ~)(y(~~+~s(.r)) (t E R) for all y in ,4 and for a dense 
set L of analytic elements x in ,4. Take L to be the linear span of the set of 
eigenspaces d(n), n E Z. By linearity it then suffices to prove that e(c~(x)y) = 
r,c(~*~l~+~~(.~)) with .v in some fixed A(n). Since “r(s) E -4(n) for all 5, and 
v 1 .4(k) = 0 if k # 0, we may assume that y ~.4(--n). Now the problem 
is reduced to showing that 
einttp(xy) = einfe-%p(yx), t E R, 
for all N in -J(n), and y in 4(--n). This, however, follows immediately from 
our definition of a @KMS state and the polarization identities 
4.Yy = i i”(x + i”y*)(x + cy*)* 
k=O 
4y.X = i i”(x + i”y*)*(x + iky*). 
I;=0 
In the sequel we consider again a general G and /I. A verbatim repetition of 
the arguments in the proof of [2, Theorem 2.61 gives the following. 
6. THEOREM. Let A be a C*-algebra and N an equivalence relation in A, 
that is countably additive and positive homogeneous, i.e. 
6) x,-y,(nEN);-~x,-~y, 
(ii) xhy,h~R+ +kh.Xy. 
Then the real subspace 8, = (x - y / x, y E -4, , x ‘V y} of A,, is closed. 
7. COROLLARY. The subspace A(O)(,, = {X - y 1 X, y E A(O)+ , s wBy} is 
closed in A(O),, . 
8. PROPOSITION. There is a bijective and isometric correspondence between 
/I-KfifS states on A and positive functionals of norm one on the quotient space 
4W = ~4(O),MO)c,, . 
Proof. Immediate. 
9. COROLLARY. The space of self-c&joint p-KMS functionals on A is a vector 
lattice. 
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Proof. This follows from the fact that the relation m. satisfies the Riesz 
decomposition property exactly as in [6] or [2]. 
10. THEOREM. For euch x in A+ let 11 x \I4 denote the norm of the image of 
T(X) in the quotient space A(O)“. Then 11 x lie = Sup v(x), where v ranges over 
the set of /3-KMS states of A. 
Proof. Cf. the proof of [2, Theorem 2.91. 
11. DEFINITION. An element x in A(O)+ is called -,-finite if x way < x 
implies y = s. We say that A(0) is -,-finite if every element in A(O)+ is -s- 
finite. We say that A(0) is -,-semi-finite if each non-zero element in A(O)+ 
dominates a non-zero me-finite element. 
12. THEOREM. A has a separating family of /%KMS states if and only if 
A(0) is N,-jinite. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 10 and the observation that A(0) is 
-,-finite if and only if A+ n A(O)(,) = {O}. 
13. DEFINITIONS. A weight on A is a map v: A+ ---f [0, co] such that 
~(x + y) = v(x) + v(y) and I = &D(X) for h > 0 (taking 0 . cc = 0). 
The map ~JI + q 0 7r gives a bijective correspondence between the lower semi- 
continuous weights on A(0) and the or-invariant, lower semi-continuous weights 
on A. An or-invariant lower semi-continuous weight v on A is called a fl-KMS 
weight if v(x) = q(y) for all x, y in A(O)+ with x we y. We say that q~ is semi- 
finite if the set 
% = {x E A(O)+ I ~(4 < 4 
is the positive part of an essential ideal in A(0). Equivalently, v is semi-finite 
if IJI I A(0) is a semi-finite trace in the sense of [2, section 41. Exactly as in [2] 
we obtain the following results. 
14. THEOREM. If A(0) is ~B-semi-$mvte then A has a separating family of 
semi-finite, lower semi-continuous p-KMS weights. 
15. THEOREM. If A is separable then A(0) is we-semi-$nite if ana’ only if A 
has a faithful, semi-finite, lower semi-continuous p-KMS weight. 
16. Remarks. We say that A(0) is (algebraically) -,-simple if for all non- 
zero x, y in A(O)+ there is a scalar h > 0 such that y -& hx. All the results 
for algebraically simple C*-algebras in sections 5 and 6 of [2] have generalizations 
to the p-KMS context if A(0) is -,-simple, since all we need is a version of 
[2, 5.11. In particular, if A(0) is -,-simple and --,-finite then a difference 
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x - y with X, y in A(O)+ belongs to A(O)c,, if and only if x boy. Also, the positive 
cone (with zero removed) in A( is then open. Moreover, A has a unique 
fl-KMS state (for a given /3) if and only if any two elements in A(O)+ are com- 
parable with respect to -=& . 
17. PROPOSITION (cf. [4, Theorem 21). If 1 E A then A is G-simple (no 
non-trivial (closed) G-invariant ideals) if and only if A(0) is w,-simple. 
Proof. Take any non-zero x in A(O)+ and define 
J = {y E A+ I 3 > 0,4y) -$ W. 
We claim that the closure / of J is the positive part of a closed G-invariant 
ideal in A. Since / (hence also I) is a G-invariant hereditary cone in A+ it 
suffices to show that z*J.z C 1 for every z in A. For this it is enough to prove 
that z*Ja C / for every element of the form z = C Z, (finite sum) where 
Z, E A(n), since these elements lie dense in A. However, ify E A+ and T(Y) KS hx 
then by repeated applications of the inequality 
we obtain 
(a + b)” y(a + b) d qa*ya + b*yb) 
for some p > 0. To obtain the result we may therefore assume that z E A(n) 
for some fixed n in G. But in that case 
~(z*yz) = 
s 
G a,(z*yz) dt = z*~(y)z~ B(n) ~(y)~hz*~(y)~‘” 
G II z W(n) 4~) 5 h II z II2 B(nh 
whence z*yz E J as desired. 
If A is G-simple the argument above shows that J = A+, whence y <s Xx, 
h > 0, for some y in A(O)+ with 11 1 - y /I < 1. But then y is invertible whence 
1 < /I y-l II y -$ II y-l II Ax, 
which proves that A(0) is me-simple. 
Conversely, if A(0) is -,-simple and I is a non-zero closed G-invariant 
ideal in A then I r\ A(0) # (0) and we can find a non-zero x in In A(O)+. 
By assumption 1 -=$ hx, i.e. 
Iz.n k.n 
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Since I is a closed ideal, y*y E I if and only if yy* E I and we conclude that 
1 ~1, i.e. I = A. This shows that A is G-simple and completes the proof. 
18. Remark. The restriction to A(0) of any KMS state of A is a tracial 
state. If therefore ,4(O) has a unique tracial state 7 there is at most one /3 such 
that the extension T 0 7r is a /3-KMS state of A. Furthermore, 7 0 v is then the 
unique fi-KMS state of A. 
Consider now the special situation (see [l]) w h ere G = T, G = Z and there 
is an isometry u in -4 such that 
A(n) = {awn 1 a E d(0)) 
L4(?z) = (w*% j a E A(O)} 
for n 3 0, 
for rz < 0, 
and T(w~v*) = XT(U) for some X > 0. This means that A is the crossed product 
of A(O) by the endomorphism @: a + WV* scaling the trace 7 by A, and a 
is (under suitable definitions) the dual action of @. It is straightforward to 
check that A(0) is -,-finite with respect to /3 = log(h-l) and that 7 0 rr is 
KMS for this fi. Thus a construction of this kind produces examples of C*- 
dynamical systems with a single KMS state, see [3, Theorem 21. 
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